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Abstract
We investigate how much a rst-quantized charged bosonic test string gets excited
after crossing a shock wave generated by a charged particle with mass ~M and charge ~Q.
On the basis of Kaluza-Klein theory, we pay attention to a closed string model where
the charge is given by a momentum along a compactied extra-dimension. The shock
wave is given by a charged Aichelburg-Sexl (CAS) spacetime where ~Q = 0 corresponds
to the ordinary Aichelburg-Sexl one. We rst show that the CAS spacetime is a solution
to the equations of motion for the metric, the gauge eld, and the axion eld in the
low-energy limit. Secondly, we compute the mass expectation value of the charged test
string after passing through the shock wave in the CAS spacetime. In the case of small
~Q, the gravitational and Coulomb forces cancel out for a charged string and hence
the excitation remains very small. This is independent of the particle mass ~M or the
strength of the shock wave. In the case of large ~Q, however, every charged string gets
highly excited by the quantum fluctuations in the extra-dimension caused by both the
gauge and axion elds. Following the denition of Horowitz and Steif, the large limit
~M  ~Q ! 1 corresponds to a generic singularity in string theory because there is
at least one test string whose mass expectation value diverges. Therefore, our result
implies that no charged strings can pass through generic singularities in string theory.





One of the most signicant progress in general relativity is the discovery of the singularity
theorem [1]. The theorem states that spacetime has an incomplete causal geodesic generi-
cally, provided that some suitable conditions are satised. This means that a classical test
particle along the geodesic cannot evolve for an innite time. By analogy with the denition
of classical singularities, it might be natural to dene a singularity in string theory by a
rst-quantized test string instead of a classical test particle because each excited mode of
the fundamental string represents any kind of particles, including gravitons. Horowitz and
Steif [4] proposed that a spacetime should be called singular in string theory, provided that
there is a rst-quantized test string whose mass expectation value diverges in a nite time.
Spacetime with orbifolds is a simple example which represents the dierence between a
classical test particle and a rst-quantized test string. It has a conical singularity at the center
of symmetry where the trajectory of a classical particle ends in a nite time. Remarkably,
Dixon et.al. have shown that a rst-quantized string is well dened on orbifolds [5]. This
implies that there are no singularities in such a spacetime in the sense of string theory.
As examples of strong gravitational elds, it is worth investigating the plane-fronted
waves (pp waves) because they are not only solutions to the vacuum Einstein equations but
also solutions to the classical equations of motion for the metric in string theory [2, 3, 4]. Since
the solutions contain arbitrary functions of time, we can construct singular spacetimes in pp
waves in the sense of general relativity [4]. Therefore, a considerable number of studies has
been made in calculating the mass expectation value of a test string in pp waves, especially
in the case that the string motions can be described by linear equations and hence there are
no transitions between dierent modes of the string [4, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Amati and Klimcik [6]
calculated the expectation value of a test string crossing an impulsive gravitational shock
wave and showed that it diverges logarithmically. The calculation has been extended to more
general time-dependent background elds [4, 7]. In near-extreme black holes, the geometries
around the event horizons can be approximated by pp waves and the mass expectation value
of a test string passing through the horizons has been obtained successfully [8, 9].
de Vega and Sanchez [10] investigated the propagation of a test string in a physically
more realistic shock wave. They calculated explicitly the mass expectation value of a rst-
quantized test string crossing a shock wave generated by a neutral particle source. The
shock wave is represented by the Aichelburg-Sexl spacetime [11], which is one of the vacuum
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solutions in pp waves. Unlike the case of [6], it was shown that the expectation value is nite
and proportional to the mass of the particle source.
So, a great deal of eort has been made in studying the gravitational interaction between
a rst-quantized test string and strong gravitational elds to investigate the nature of sin-
gularities in string theory. What seems to be lacking, however, is the study of a charged test
string interacting with both the gravitational and gauge elds such as the electromagnetic
eld. Let us consider a classical \molecule" which consists of two electrically charged parti-
cles with mass m and charge e, connected by a classical spring. In the Newtonian picture,
gravitational and Coulomb forces from a charged particle source with mass M and charge Q
acts in the classical \molecule" like mM/R2 and eQ/R2, respectively, where R represents the
distance between the molecule and the source. Then, the molecule satisfying the condition
eQ = mM can pass through the strong gravitational eld generated by the source without
any additional excitation, due to the cancellation of both forces! This leads us to examine
whether there is a charged string passing through strong gravitational eld or a singularity
in string theory with nite excitation.
Motivated by this, as a rst step, we generalize the work of [10] and calculate how much
a charged bosonic string gets excited after passing through a shock wave generated by a
charged particle source with mass M and U(1) charge Q. A charged bosonic string model
is classied into the following two types: One is an open string model where an open string
has a charge at each edge. Some properties of open bosonic strings in a background abelian
gauge eld are investigated in [12]. The other is a closed string model based on Kaluza-Klein
theory where momenta along compactied extra-dimensions correspond to charges. In this
paper, we adopt the latter case and construct a charged Aichelburg-Sexl (CAS) spacetime
where the shock wave is generated by the U(1) charged particle source in the sense of
Kaluza-Klein theory. The spacetime has a covariantly constant null vector eld [13], i.e.,
lµl
µ = 0, rµlν = 0, just like the pp waves. Thanks to this property, we can quantize a closed
test string crossing the shock wave in the light cone gauge [4].
This paper is organized as follows. Firstly, we show that the CAS spacetime is a solution
for string theory in the low-energy limit in section II. Secondly, we derive the classical
motion of a charged test string passing through a CAS spacetime in section III. Next, we
rst-quantize the charged test string in the light cone gauge and calculate the expectation
value of the mass of the string in section IV. Finally, discussions are devoted to section V.
2
2 A Charged Aichelburg-Sexl geometry
The coupling of a closed bosonic D = 26 string to a general metric GMN , axion BMN , and
dilaton  is given by 1

















a, b = τ, σ M,N = 0, 1, 2,    , 25
where XM(τ, σ) is the embedding of the world sheet in D = 26 spacetime, hab is the two-
dimensional world-sheet metric, R(2) is the Ricci scalar of hab, and α
0 is the inverse string
tension. We set the axion eld strength HMNK as HMNK := 3r[MBNK]. The low-energy













which yields the equations of motion,
RMN − 2rMrN + 1
4
HMKLHN
KL = 0, (3)
rKHKMN − 2 (rK)HKMN = 0, (4)
4rKrK− 4(r)2 −R − 1
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HMNKH
MNK = 0. (5)
We will begin by considering the following pp waves metric




where u, v, x, y are our ordinary four-dimensional coordinates. The Riemann curvature [4] is
RKLMN = −2l[K(∂L]∂[MF )lN ], (7)
where lM is a covariantly constant vector lM = ∂M(u) such as
rM lN = 0, lM lM = 0. (8)
1The coecient in front of the integration should be replaced by −1/4piα′ if the period of σ is pi.
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It is worthy to note that the curvature in Eq. (7) is orthogonal to lM in all indices. For this
property, Einstein vacuum solutions in Eq. (6) are also solutions to all higher orders in α0
terms in the equations of motion in string theory [2, 3, 4]. When  = HMNK = 0, it is easily
veried that Eqs. (4) and (5) are automatically satised. The only non-vanishing equation
in Eqs. (3) is
(∂2x + ∂
2
y)F (u, x, y) = 0. (9)
The solution whose source is a point particle is simply given by
F (u, x, y) = ~MD(x, y)W (u), D(x, y) = ln (x2 + y2), (10)
where W is an arbitrary function of u and ~M is the mass of the particle. In the case of
the shock wave W (u) = δ(u), the spacetime is called Aichelburg-Sexl geometry in ref. [11].
In ref. [10], the mass expectation value of a test string passing through the shock wave is
explicitly calculated and it is proportional to ~M .
Now, we shall consider a closed charged test string propagating in a shock wave generated
by a charged particle. A closed bosonic string model with charge can be constructed on
the basis of Kaluza-Klein theory. First, we shall briefly review Kaluza-Klein theory in ve-
dimensional spacetime. Next we explore a generalized solution where the shock wave consists
of the gravitational eld F (u, x, y) and the U(1) gauge eld Au(u, x, y) created by a charged
particle.
The eld equations of Kaluza-Klein theory are derived from the ve-dimensional Einstein-
Hilbert action





where G5 is the ve-dimensional gravitational constant. We assume that the ve-dimensional
metric
ds5
2 = g(4)µν dx
µdxν + (dx4 + Aµdx
µ)2 µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3 (12)
has a closed killing orbit ∂/∂4, which means that all functions are independent of the coor-
dinate x4. The ve-dimensional scalar curvature R(5) is decomposed as






where Fµν = 2∂ [µAν]. This means that the action (11) is reduced to the ordinary action
for the four-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell system. The motion of a particle with mass m is
given by varying the action
I = −m
∫ √∣∣∣g(4)µν _xµ _xν + ( _x4 + Aµ _xµ)2∣∣∣ dτ, (14)
where τ is the peculiar time and a dot denotes the derivative with respect to τ . Due to the
existence of the killing eld ∂4, the momentum p4 conjugate to x
4 is constant;
p4 = m( _x
4 + Aµ _x
µ) = const. (15)
Applying the action principle to xµ again, we obtain the following four-dimensional equations






where Γµαβ is the Christoel symbol of the four-dimensional metric g
(4)
µν . If we set p4 = q,
Eq. (16) represents the usual four-dimensional motion of a particle with mass m and charge
q accelerated by the electromagnetic eld Fµν .
Next, in the spirit of Kaluza-Klein theory, we shall consider the following generalized
metric of Eq. (6),
ds226 = − du dv + [F (u, x, y) + Au2(u, x, y)] du2
+ 2Au(u, x, y) dudx




where Au is interpreted as a U(1) gauge eld. We can easily check that the metric also
satises the property (8). It is worth noting that in supergravity, this type of metric admits
solutions which have unbroken spacetime supersymmetries [14]. By dening the following
quantities
2A^u = F + Au
2, A^4 = Au,
F^MN = 2∂ [M A^N ], (18)










ij, xi = x, y, x4, xp, (19)
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which means that R = 0. Let us seek a solution of  = 0 for simplicity. Setting the eld
axion like
B4u = Au(u, x, y), the others = 0, (20)
we have HMNKH
MNK = 0 and hence Eq. (5) is automatically satised. By solving Eq. (4)
and substituting HMNK into Eq. (3), we can obtain the following time-dependent solutions,
Au(u, x, y) = ~QD(x, y)W (u) (21)
together with F (u, x, y) in Eq. (10). When W (u) = δ(u), we shall call the metric (17) a
charged Aichelburg-Sexl (CAS) spacetime since a charged particle with mass ~M and charge
~Q creates a shock wave in the sense of Kaluza-Klein theory. Hereafter, we shall simply call
Au the gauge eld.
3 The classical motion of a charged test string in the
light cone gauge
In this section, we will construct the light cone gauge Hamiltonian and show the equations
for the classical motion of a charged test string passing through the shock wave in a CAS
spacetime.
In the conformal gauge hab = e
φηab the equations of motion of a string are given by
∂a∂





Kab = 0 (22)






M∂cXNGMN = 0. (23)
Hereafter, we will use XM = (u, v, xi) = (u, v, x, y, x4, xp) for simplicity. Thanks to the
existence of the covariantly constant vector lM , the equation for u is simply
∂a∂
au = 0. (24)
This implies that we can take the light-cone gauge u = p τ (See, ref. [4]). By substituting
u = p τ into Eqs. (22), the constraint equations (23) are reduced to the following two
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equations,


















where a dot and a dash mean the derivatives with respect to τ and σ, respectively. We can
easily check that equation (22) for v is automatically satised, provided that the equations
for xi and the above constraint equations (25) and (26) are satised. This indicates that the
only independent variables are xi.
Now, let us start with the construction of the light-cone gauge Hamiltonian. If we set




















( _xi)2 − (xi0)2
]}
.(27)









we obtain the following canonical Hamiltonian
H = H0 +Hint =
∫ 2pi
0
[H0 +Hint] dσ, (29)

























respectively. It is worth noting that H0 and Hint represent the free part of the Hamiltonian
and the interaction part of the Hamiltonian, respectively.
Thus, obeying the Hamilton’s principle, the classical motions of a test string for xi are
derived as
_P4 = − p
2pi
































For the CAS spacetime, W (u) = δ(u). However, as is seen from the above equations,
the integration of Eqs. (32)-(34) by τ is ill-dened. To avoid this diculty, we consider the






(− < u < )
0 (juj  )
(36)
and nally take a limit ! 0. By integrating Eq. (32), we obtain the following equation for



















where x0 = (x0, y0) = (x(0, σ), y(0, σ)). Hereafter, for an arbitrary function f(τ, σ), we
simply denote f(τ = +/p, σ) and f(τ = −/p, σ) by f> and f<, respectively.
Integrating again the above equation, we nd that









Note that P4< = _x4</2pi and P4> = _x
4
>/2pi by Eqs. (28) and (36). Hence, by taking the
limit ! 0, _x4> and _x4< satisfy the following equation,
_x4> = _x
4









Eqs. (37) and (40) show that the charge of a classical closed string is conserved while the
string passes through the shock wave. By substituting Eqs. (37) and (38) into Eq. (33) and
(34) and taking the limit, we nd the following equations,
_x> − _x< =
[








_y> − _y< =
[










< terms come from the antisymmetric tensor BMN . The third terms in the square
brackets come from the mixing of the excitation in the compactied extra-dimension x4
and the excitations in the x, y dimensions. As it is easily checked, the above equations
are reduced to the motion of a classical charged test particle when we neglect the third
terms and the σ dependence. Thus, the particle with a momentum p4 = −p ~M/2 ~Q feels no
shock in the x-y plane because _x> = _x< and _y> = _y<. Furthermore, by neglecting the σ
dependence in Eqs. (25) and (39) again, we can see that the classical molecule constructed
from two particles with p4 = −p ~M/2 ~Q feels no shock in any dimensional direction in the
CAS spacetime. In the next section, we rst quantize a test string passing through a CAS
spacetime and calculate its mass expectation value.
4 Excitation of a first-quantized test string in the CAS
spacetime




jψSi = H(τ)jψSi. (43)
To change from the Schro¨dinger picture to the interaction one, we dene a state jψIi by
jψIi = eiH0τ jψSi. (44)










It is noteworthy that Hint is the interaction part of the Hamiltonian in the Schro¨dinger
picture. In the interaction picture, we can expand the xi coordinates as











where the winding number with respect to the compactied extra-dimension is taken to be
zero for simplicity. By setting the canonical commutation relations
[Pi(τ, σ), x
j(τ, σ0)] = −iδ(σ − σ0)δji , (48)
[xi(τ, σ), xj(τ, σ0)] = [Pi(τ, σ), Pj(τ, σ0)] = 0, (49)
at equal τ , we obtain the usual commutation relations







n] = mδm+n,0 δ
ij, [αim, ~α
j
n] = 0. (51)




























where jψ0i is dened by the initial state of jψIi at τ = τ0. By taking the time ordering
T[HI(τ
0)HI(τ 00)    HI(τ (n))] = HI(τ 0)HI(τ 00)    HI(τ (n))
τ 0  τ 00      τ (n), (53)








































=: U(τ, τ0) jψ0i. (54)
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Therefore, the expectation value of a physical operator OI with respect to the state jψIi is
represented by
hψI jOI jψIi = hψ0jU yOI U jψ0i = hψ0jOH jψ0i, (55)
where OH := U yOI U is the Heisenberg operator. Now, let us dene the in-operator OH<
and the out-operator OH> as lim!0OH(τ = −) and lim!0OH(τ = ), respectively. Then,
by setting τ =  and τ0 = −, we obtain the following relation
OH> = exp [iG]OH< exp [−iG], (56)






In the interaction picture, the diculty in the integration of Eqs. (32)-(34) we found in
Sec. III does not arise because all operators evolve according to Eq. (47) at any time and
the interaction operator P4I corresponds to _x
4/2pi in Eq. (47). Hence substituting P4I and
Eq. (47) for i = 4 into Eq. (31), we get G as











 ∫ d2k φ(k) : exp [ik  x0] :, (58)
where :: stands for the normal ordering with respect to the in-vacuum j0<i and each φ(k) is





d2x exp [−ik  x]D(x). (59)
Hereafter, we simply denote the Heisenberg operator OH at τ = 0+ (τ = 0−) by O> (O<).






















d2k kl φ(k) : exp [ik  x0] :, (60)











n sinn(ξ − σ) e−imξ

∫
d2k φ(k) : exp [ik  x0(σ)] :
∫
d2η ηl φ(η) : exp [iη  x0(ξ)] : .(61)
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We should remind that Eq. (60) does not include the right oscillators α4n<, as suggested by
the rst term in the interaction part of the Hamiltonian density (31). This fact reads to the
commutation relation (61). By using these commutation relations in Eq. (90), we can easily
see that




G,    , [G, αlm<]   
]]
= 0. (62)
The commutation relations for ~αlm< is also simply given by replacing m ! −m in Eq. (60)
and Eq. (61).
For α4m and ~α
4
m, the commutations with G are given by









d2k φ(k) : exp [ik  x0] : eimσ. (63)
These indicate that all higher order commutations with G exactly vanish. The antisymmetry
between α4m and ~α
4
m reflects the eect of the antisymmetric second rank tensor BMN . By
using the formula
exp [iG]O exp [−iG] = O + i[G, O] + i
2
2











p4> = p4<, (65)


































n sinn(ξ − σ) e−imξ

∫
d2k φ(k) : exp [ik  x0(σ)] :
∫
d2η ηl φ(η) : exp [iη  x0(ξ)] :,(66)
~αlm> − ~αlm< = αl−m> − αl−m<, (67)
α4m> − α4m< = 0, (68)







d2k φ(k) : exp [ik  x0] : eimσ, (69)
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Eq. (65) indicates that the charge of a rst-quantized test string is conserved before and after
the shock wave in a CAS spacetime. If we drop the normal orderings in Eqs. (66)-(69), the
operators should be reduced to the classical coecients αin at τ = /p (~αin at τ = /p) in
Eq. (47). We can easily check that if we integrate Eqs. (66)-(69) with respect to k together
with Eq. (59), the relations between the coecients in Eqs. (66)-(69) coincide with those
obtained from the classical Eqs. (41) and (42).
Now, we can explicitly calculate the mass expectation value of a rst-quantized test string
by using the formula (89). We dene the in-vacuum j0<i as
αim<j0<; p4i = ~αim<j0<; p4i = 0 (70)
for m > 0 and
p4<j0<; p4i = p4j0<; p4i. (71)
Eq. (71) means that the closed test string has a momentum p4 as an initial state. Then, by
Eqs. (66) and (67), we obtain
∑
l=x,y
h0<; p4jαlym>αlm> + ~αlym> ~αlm>j0<; p4i
=
(









d2k φ2(k) k2 eim(σ−ξ)

















d2k φ2(k) k2 cosm(σ − ξ) e−in(σ−ξ)


























∣∣∣2 sin (σi − σj
2
)
∣∣∣kikjδ2(k1 +   + k4), (72)
where we have used the symmetry
φ(−k) = φ(k) (73)







cosm(σ1 − σ2) sinn(σ3 − σ2)
3∏
1i<j3
∣∣∣2 sin(σi − σj
2
)∣∣∣kikj = 0. (74)
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The second and third terms in the r.h.s. of Eq. (72) stem from the quantum fluctuations in
the extra-dimension x4. Similarly, by Eqs. (68) and (69) we also obtain


















As shown in Appendix B, Eq. (72) can be rewritten as
∑
l=x,y
h0<; p4j(αlym>αlm> + ~αlym> ~αlm>)j0<; p4i
=






































Γ(m− n + 1
2
k2)




























∣∣∣2 sin (σi − σj
2
)
∣∣∣kikjδ2(ki +   + kj), (76)
where k2 = k  k. Similarly, Eq. (75) is rewritten as























b− a + 1
Γ(b)
Γ(a)
, a > b+ 1. (78)
The summation of the l.h.s. of Eq. (78) does not converge in the region a  b+1. Hereafter,
we use the r.h.s of Eq. (78) in all regions (a, b) in the sense of analytic continuation. Thus,












Γ(1 + n+m+ 1
2
k2)






































































Now, we can get the vacuum expectation value of the mass of a test string. In and
out-mass operators are dened by













2 − 2. (81)
To see how much a test string gets excited after passing through the shock wave, we shall
dene the following mass excitation operator by using mass operators:
δM2 := M2> −M2<. (82)









































































∣∣∣2 sin (σi − σj
2
)
∣∣∣kikjδ2(k1 +   + k4), (83)










with the help of Eq. (78). The above formula means that the summation of Eq. (77) by m
is exactly zero.
The rst two terms have simple poles at k2 = 1, 3, 5,    and the integral seems to diverge.
However, we can obtain nite values by taking a principal value prescription. The details
and physical interpretations are given in ref. [10]. It is noteworthy that when ~Q = 0, Eq. (83)
explicitly coincides with the calculation in the Aichelburg-Sexl geometry of ref. [10]. It should
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be noticed that the ~Q4 term appears. We can see the origin of this term in Eqs. (60), (61),
and (63). The second term in Eq. (60) does not include the right oscillators α4n< because
of the existence of the axion eld B4u. This results in the next commutation relation (61).
On the other hand, the quantum fluctuation in the compactied extra-dimension x4 comes
from the gauge eld Au, as seen in Eq. (63). Thus, the ~Q
4 term arises from the quantum
fluctuations in the extra-dimension caused by both the gauge eld and the axion eld.






is small enough independently of the value of the particle mass ~M . This indicates that
a rst-quantized test string with charge  −p ~M/2 ~Q can pass through the strong shock
wave ( ~M  1) with small excitation. This is essentially due to the cancellation between the
gravitational and Coulomb forces, just like the classical molecule discussed in Sec. III. On
the other hand, in the case of ~Q 1, the excitation with the initial state (85) becomes quite
large due to the ~Q4 term. In other words, all strings get strongly excited by the quantum
fluctuation in the extra-dimension x4 caused by both the gauge eld and the axion eld.
5 Discussions
We have investigated how much rst-quantized charged bosonic test strings get excited after
crossing the shock wave generated by a charged particle with mass ~M and ~Q. We consid-
ered a closed string model where the U(1) charge is given by the momentum conjugate to
a compactied extra-coordinate x4 based on Kaluza-Klein theory. Solutions to the classi-
cal equations of motion for the metric can be obtained in the low-energy limit by a CAS
spacetime, accompanied by the axion eld B4u.
As seen in Sec. IV, in the case of small ~Q, the rst-quantized strings with charge 
−p ~M/2 ~Q hardly get excited, even though ~M is quite large. This coincides with the behavior
of a classical molecule keeping the force balance between the gravitational and Coulomb
forces, as seen in Sec. III. On the other hand, in the case of ~Q  ~M  1, quantum
fluctuations in the extra-dimension x4 become dominant and hence all strings get highly
excited as  ~Q4, which is quite dierent from the classical molecule. This fluctuation
originates in the gauge eld Au and the axion eld B4u, as discussed in Sec. IV. Following
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the denition of a singularity as mentioned before, the limit ~M  ~Q ! 1 corresponds to
a singularity in string theory because a neutral test string (p4 = 0) gets excited innitely.
From the observation in the second case, it is clear that no charged test string can pass
through the singularity due to the quantum fluctuations. This suggests that no test string
could pass through generic singularities in string theory. It is interesting to connect this
result with the cosmic censorship conjecture [17]. Following the conjecture, every test string
should terminate at the generic singularity ( ~M  ~Q ! 1) because we cannot uniquely
determine the geometry beyond the singularity or the future fate of the string from an initial
data. Therefore, we can say that our result supports the cosmic censorship conjecture in
string theory.
It is noteworthy that the exact Weyl invariance of a two-dimensional σ model would break
down in the case of a non-zero ~Q because the classical solutions in Eqs. (3)-(5) are solutions
only in the low-energy limit, although the ~Q = 0 case has the exact Weyl invariance. It is
unlikely, however, that the ~Q4 terms in Eq. (83) completely vanish in the solutions satisfying
the invariance of the two-dimensional σ model. This motivates us to conjecture that the
above picture holds.
The most promising theory of all fundamental interactions is superstring theory. There-
fore, it is natural to include the degrees of freedom of fermions as well as bosons. If we take
the fermion into account, a test string may not get excited innitely. This will be the matter
of a future investigation.
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Appendix A




0 , respectively. Then,
the following commutation relations
[: exp [ik  x0(σ)] :, αlm<] = −
1
2
kl e−imσ : exp [ik  x0(σ)] :, (86)
[: exp [ik  x0(σ)] :, ~αlm<] = −
1
2
kl eimσ : exp [ik  x0(σ)] :, l = x, y (87)
















: exp [iki  x0(σi)] : j0<i =
n∏
1i<jn
∣∣∣2 sin(σi − σj
2
)∣∣∣kikjδ2(k1 +   + kn). (89)
Then, Eqs. (60) and (61) can be directly computed by using Eqs. (86) and (87), noting that
[
: exp [ik  x0(σ)] :, : exp [ik′  x0(σ0)] :
]









−isξ] = 2i 1∑
n=1
n sinn(ξ − σ). (91)
Appendix B
Under the change of coordinates
η = σ − ξ, ρ = σ + ξ, (92)






























































To obtain the last equation, we used the following analytic continuation for µ [16],
∫ pi/2
0





Γ(1 +m− µ) , (94)















dη cos[2(m+ n)η] j2 sin ηj−k2 + 4pi
∫ pi/2
0












1 + n+m− 1
2
k2
) + 2pi sin(pi
2
k2
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